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33 hrs 5 km Apr-Oct en / it 5-30San Marino
(RSM)

A MAGICAL HOT AIR 
BALLOON RIDE OUTDOOR &

ADVENTURES

Discover the enchanting world of hot air balloons and the 
indescribable magic of flying. 
The flight lasts for around an hour, giving you the chance to 
admire the landscape from an exclusive point of view. You will 
also witness the hot air balloon being set up: from a simple 
inanimate piece of material, it comes to life as it rises into the 
sky, becoming a balloon.

Highlights

 An enchanting balloon will gently lift you from the ground and into the freedom of the air. 
 It holds an enduring fascination, blending the spirit of adventure with the art of flying;

 Admire San Marino and the surrounding landscape from a unique viewpoint that only those  
 in the air can enjoy, lulled by the wind, feeling the thrill of a fantastic hot air balloon flight;

 You will be told where the take-off site is, but not where you will land, which turns it into a  
 great adventure. Every flight is unique, an unforgettable experience.
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FLIGHT OVER SAN MARINO

1 hour 5 km Mar-Oct en / it 1

OUTDOOR &
ADVENTURES

San Marino
(RSM)

An unforgettable flight experience aboard an ultralight, 
in complete safety and maximum comfort.

Highlights

 Before the flight, you will have a briefing with the instructor, during which you will study the  
 flight maps, itinerary and weather conditions, and receive a technical explanation 
 on the aircraft;

 Soar through the sky over the ancient Republic of San Marino, admiring the breathtaking   
 views from a unique perspective;

 Take control of the aircraft, experiencing a mix of incredible emotions: euphoria, joy,   
 excitement…let your dream of flying a plane come true.
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70’s RIDERS

4/8 hrs 5 km All year en / it 3-12

OUTDOOR &
ADVENTURES

San Marino
(RSM)

Experience the thrill of riding an original 70’s motorcycle...a 
journey back in time through beautiful medieval villages and 
impregnable fortresses, riding magnificent, completely restored 
vintage motorcycles.

Highlights

 Climb into the saddle and be seduced by the “good vibrations” of models that have left an  
 indelible mark on the history of motorcycling;

 A fleet of cult motorcycles, some of the undisputed stars of the 70’s, have been restored to  
 their original splendor to give today’s motorcyclists a new high;

 Flying down winding roads and around bends, you’ll discover disputed lands once ruled by  
 the ancient Malatesta and Montefeltro families. Cruising through the countryside, just a few  
 miles from the sea, you’ll discover a landscape of rolling among sharp and prominent 
 rocky spurs.
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MILITARY JET FLIGHT

3 hrs Reggio Emilia 
Military Airport (RE)

190 km All year en / it 1-8

OUTDOOR &
ADVENTURES

A dream come true: fly on a real fighter jet.

Highlights

 Every flight is unique: an expert instructor will carefully prepare you for the flight, talking you  
 through everything before taking off together. The flight program is personalized, adapted to  
 your requirements;

 MB-326 or Jet Provost? You choose! The MB-326 is an Italian-made airplane which has been  
 splendidly restored. It’s the MB-339’s predecessor, used by the famous “Frecce Tricolori”,   
 the Italian Air Force’s aerobatic demonstration team. The British jet trainer Jet Provost has  
 the advantage of giving the passenger better visibility;

 You’ll take on acrobatics like loopings, Immelmann turns, rolls, split-S, climbs, tail-chases,   
 high-speed and low-altitude flights;

 Free cockpit video for guests of San Marino Outlet Experience.
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VESPA TOUR

3 hrs On demand Mar-Sep en / it 2-30

OUTDOOR &
ADVENTURES

San Marino
(RSM)

A romantic and indescribable tour on a Vespa through the 
Romagna hills and the historic Republic of San Marino.

Highlights

 A panoramic guided tour where you will discover breathtaking villages and vistas of the   
 beautiful hills around the Valmarecchia and the historic Republic of San Marino;

 You can pause to take unique panoramic pictures and stop along the way to taste delicious,  
 refreshing appetizers made from typical products and local wines, or opt for a romantic   
 picnic;

 Upon request, you can also enjoy a guided tour of one of the charming villages that you find  
 along the way.
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DINING UNDER THE STARS  

half or full day Rimini or Misano 
(RN)

10 km May-Set en / it 2-4
per boat

FOOD & WINE

Enjoy an unforgettable and exclusive experience aboard a luxury 
yacht, discovering the sea in all its beauty whilst enjoying a 
special dinner made to fulfill your every desire.

Highlights

 Your yacht will set off at sunset, the most magical and exciting time of day, and glide along  
 the Adriatic Riviera, accompanied by music, great wine and unique natural landscapes;

 The chance of a dip in the sea, where the red, pink and orange hues of the sunset are   
 reflected in the water, is an experience not to be missed;

 A tantalizing dinner awaits you on board, carefully prepared to satisfy your palate 
 to perfection.
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SUNSET SAIL & YOGA

Half day 125 km Jun-Sep en / it 2-15

WELLNESS

A moment of relaxation and a physical and mental reset, lulled 
by the waves and caressed by the soft sunset sea breeze.

Highlights

 You will have an unforgettable holistic experience, a time to reset. It’s an opportunity to find  
 deep harmony and inner peace, connecting with the energy of the four elements;

 In the beautiful environs of the Due Sorelle Beach (Beach of the Two Sisters), guided by an  
 expert instructor, practicing traditional yoga in such a beautiful place will help to heal your  
 soul;

 You will end the day with appetizers on the water at sunset.

Conero (AN)
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DISCOVERING THE CONERO 
IN THE SADDLE

2 hrs 125 km May-Sep en / it 2-10

OUTDOOR &
ADVENTURES

Trotting or galloping in search of magnificent views of the 
Conero Riviera.

Highlights

 You will ride through the beautiful Marche hills, alongside majestic fields of sunflowers   
 surrounded by the scent of lavender, or splash through the wet sand along the shores of the  
 Conero;

 You will discover how the Macquis shrubland blends perfectly with the iridescent color of the  
 sea, under crystal skies looking out over an infinite horizon.

Conero (AN)
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THE CONERO RIVIERA 
BY KAYAK

Half day 125 km Jun-Sep en / it 2-20

OUTDOOR &
ADVENTURES

An exceptionally fun kayaking experience, accompanied by an 
expert nature guide.

Highlights

 You will paddle through untouched coves, sea caves and white pebble beaches;

 On the way you will enjoy majestic views of the Conero cliffs and glimpses 
 of pristine beaches;

 A unique opportunity to immerse yourself in the marine environment 
 and a perfect way to enjoy the authenticity and natural beauty of the Conero Riviera.

Conero (AN)
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APPETIZERS ON A BOAT 
ON THE CONERO RIVIERA

Half day Conero (AN) 130 km Jun-Sep en  / it 2-20

OUTDOOR &
ADVENTURES

An unforgettable speed boat experience with appetizers and 
breathtaking views.

Highlights

 You will travel the ancient Greek and Roman sailing routes along the stunning Conero Riviera,  
 discovering the historic villages of Numana and Porto Recanati;

 You will be treated to mesmerizing glimpses of the attractive Conero Riviera, shown off in all  
 its splendor;

 Lulled by the waves and caressed by the gentle sea breeze with the opportunity for   
 refreshing dips in a relaxing atmosphere, you will arrive on the Due Sorelle Beach (Beach of  
 the Two Sisters), the Marche’s real gem. 
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APPETIZERS AT THE OLD FISHERY

3 hrs Rimini
(RN)

10 km All year fr / de / en / ru / it 2-20

FOOD & WINE

An exclusive evening of appetizers awaits you in the historic 
center’s parlor, the beating heart of Rimini nightlife, in a 
fascinating setting at the amazing 17th Century arcade.

Highlights

 As you enter the old Fishery, it will almost feel like you can still hear the voices of seafood  
 vendors shouting “clams”. The area is still known as “clam square” (la piazza delle poveracce)  
 to this day;

 The counters where fish were once sold, sought-after by seafarers and fishermen who were  
 keen to sell to the locals, will become your dining tables;

 A plethora of trendy bars, wine cellars and taverns await you in this charming corner of   
 Rimini city.
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VINTAGE CAR TOUR

6 hrs San Marino
(RSM)

0 km Mid March 
End of October

en / it 8-30

OUTDOOR &
ADVENTURES

A fascinating tour in a vintage car, between the Romagna hills 
and the ancient Republic of San Marino, transporting you back 
in time.

Highlights

 A guided panoramic tour taking in the breathtaking views of the rolling hills and villages   
 surrounding the Valmarecchia and the ancient Republic of San Marino;

 Stop along the way for panoramic photos and a delicious, refreshing lunch with local produce  
 and wines, or a romantic picnic;

 On request, we also offer unmissable guided tours of the beautiful medieval towns along 
 the way.
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